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THINK LESS PLAY FASTER

Coaching Concept & Model  

The words "think less play faster" are used to describe our coaching concept. For elite athletes 
to develop to their full potential they must be taught and coached to play tactical hockey with 
pressure. In sports where time and space and time of possession with control of the puck or ball 
are key factors in the outcome of a game, playing with pressure is absolutely a requirement to 
win games. The best teams in hockey play with pressure and structure. The think less play 
faster method of coaching in competitive minor hockey is to teach pressure tactics so that 
players have the opportunity to improve their skills to the full potential of the athlete. 

We will produce a document shortly that identifies the individual and group tactics in our game 
that should be coached as "pressure" tactics. The supporting of the puck offensively and 
defensively in all three zones as a five player unit is part of coaching the pressure game. 

The concept of think less play faster is about players being taught and coached to know their 
role on the ice so that they can execute game tactics and skills with pressure without having to 
think too much, if at all. Players who play the pressure game know what to do when to do it and 
how to do it at any moment on the ice in all three zones. 

To implement the think less play faster concept in competitive minor hockey will require a 
change in approach. We believe there should be a standardized coaching curriculum used for 
all competitive players from Pee Wee to Midget which will require coaches to teach and coach 
the pressure game with the use of pressure tactics.  

We recommend the use of technologies like video, mirroring, video creation and play animation 
applications with electronic devices to provide a platform to educate players and coaches about 
playing with pressure so that athletes can think less play faster and be developed to their full 
potential. There is a definite requirement for learning in a classroom setting with a participatory 
approach to fully engage players and coaches in a fun learning environment. For players to 
think less play faster they must become students of the game. 

Players, parents, coaches and organizations in the business of developing competitive hockey 
players should embrace the Think Less Play Faster coaching model. Our website: 
thinklessplayfaster.com 
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